Rapid decrease in unintegrated human immunodeficiency virus DNA after the initiation of nucleoside therapy.
Better markers for determining therapeutic efficacy of antiretroviral drugs are needed for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. The amounts of unintegrated HIV DNA (uDNA) were sequentially determined in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from 20 HIV-infected patients starting nucleoside therapy. HIV copy number was determined using a quantitative polymerase chain reaction assay. Before therapy, 19 of 20 patients had detectable HIV uDNA. The average percentage of uDNA was 42%. After 1, 4, and 8 weeks of nucleoside therapy the average decreased to 23% (P < .001), 7%, and 3%, respectively. The amount of HIV uDNA decreased in all 19 patients during the first week and was undetectable in 14 by 8 weeks. Thus, measurement of HIV uDNA has many characteristics needed for a good marker of therapeutic efficacy of antiretroviral drugs, including detectability in a high proportion of patients, large and rapid response to initiation of therapy, and a biologically plausible mechanism.